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0. Introduction 

This article addresses some of the functions of direct quotes in narrative discourse of Tagabawa. 1 

In discussions of the structure of narrative discourse, information found in a narrative text is divided 
into two categories: events and nonevents. Events occur in clauses in nuclear and non-nuclear positions 
within sentences. Dependent clauses are found in non-nuclear sentence positions; independent clauses 
are found in nuclear sentence positions. Events that occur in nuclear independent clauses form the 
backbone of narrative discourse. Nonevents and events that do not occur in nuclear independent clauses 
support the events that make up the narrative backbone, but they are not necessarily part of the 
backbone itself (Grimes 1975, chaps. 3 and 4). 

Quotations have been categorized in different ways in regard to this distinction between events and 
nonevents. Grimes (197569-70) analyzes the quote verb 'say' as being an event on the backbone of 
discourse (he said, he asked, he murmured). The actual content of the quote is analyzed as being a 
nonevent, or a supporting event, that is not part of the backbone. In example 1, the quote verb is the 
event on the backbone; the quote content is a supporting event off the backbone. 

'Tagabawa is a language of the Philippines spoken by approximately 30,000 people living in southern Mindanao. 
The language area extends around the southern slopes of Mt. Apo into two provinces, Davao del Sur and 

Cotabato. 
The language is classified as belonging to the Manobo language family. The Tagabawas, however, do not iden- 

tify themselves as belonging to the Manobo language or culture; they regard their language as one of two 
dialects of Bagobo. The second dialect is Diangan (Jangan, Giangan, Guanga, Gulanga being alternate spellings 
found in the literature). 
The data were collected by Carl and Lauretta DuBois in the community of Malasila in Makilala, Cotabato, 

from January to July 1987, under the auspices of the Summer Institute of Linguistics. Acknowledgment is due 
Mr. Gregorio Ambat, Mrs. Melania Awe, Datu Bulatukan Lamhac, Miss Piligrina Lambac, and Mr. Umanan 
Lambac for texts they contributed. 
The analysis of the data was done during a workshop on discourse at Bagabag, Nueva Viscaya, held by the 

Summer Institute of Linguistics in September and October 1987 under the direction of Michael R. Walrod. 
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(1) quote verb quote 
John said, "He isn't in the house." 

Other linguists, however, suggest that direct quotes are main events on the backbone. Larson 
(1978:185) maintains that some texts would be reduced to two or three main events if only independent 
clauses were considered the backbone of discourse. She further points out (1978:240) that direct quotes 
often carry information pertinent to the backbone of the text and are not supportive material. 

Shetler and Walrod (198323) observe for Balangao that the event line is central to the development 
of the backbone of narrative discourse. They also suggest that information contained in a direct quote 
occurs on the backbone. The quote verb 'say' is an event, and the content of the quote is included in 
that event. They point out that the content may refer to other events which are not overtly mentioned 
elsewhere in the text, but which are main events of the discourse. They stress that to omit the quote 
content can result in an unintelligible abstract of the story. 

In the analysis of the direct quotes in Tagabawa narrative di~course,~ the following four questions 
were asked in order to discover the functions of direct quotes: Where do direct quotes occur in the 
text? What kinds of information are contained in direct quotes? Who can utter direct quotes? Is the 
information contained in direct quotes stated elsewhere in the text? 

As these questions were explored, it became clear that direct quotes perform four functions in 
Tagabawa narrative discourse. First, direct quotes foreground key actions on the backbone. Second, 
they foreground reasons that support key actions and themes. Third, they foreground themes. Fourth, 
they mark main participants. The analysis also reveals that these four functions correlate with specific 
locations in a narrative text, namely, prepeak, peak, and postpeak. 

1. Position of quotes in narrative texts 

There are three basic positions in narrative texts: prepeak, peak, postpeak. The prepeak position 
includes setting information, and events that get the action moving and develop the conflict of the 
story. The peak position contains the climax of the story. The postpeak position includes events that 
lead to the resolution and conclusion of the story (Longacre 1983:2@25). 

As has been mentioned, the functions of direct quotes correlate with their positions in a text. The 
number of direct quotes found in each text position is in proportion to the number of sentences that 
occur in the text position. The prepeak position of a text tends to have the greatest number of sentences. 
The postpeak position has fewer sentences than the prepeak position. The peak position has the least 
number of sentences of all the positions. Consequently, the greatest number of direct quotes is found 
in the prepeak position (twenty-eight out of fifty-one occurrences). Fewer direct quotes are found in 
the postpeak position (sixteen out of fifty-one occurrences). The least number of quotes is found in 
the peak position (seven out of fifty-one occurrences). 

2. Functions of direct quotes 

Two of the functions of direct quotes are tightly connected with a third function. Quotes that 
foreground key actions and quotes that foreground themes can also foreground reasons that support 
those actions and themes. This supportive function seems to be the primary purpose for including 
reasons in quotes. While some quotes act only to foreground key actions, many quotes foreground both 
key actions and their supporting reasons. (In the available data twenty-three quotes foreground a key 
action; twenty quotes foreground both a key action and its supporting reason. There are no examples 
of quotes that foreground only reasons or themes.) The following discussion describes each of the 

Narrative discourse texts used for this study include personal experience stories and folktales 
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functions of quotes separately and then examines examples in which direct quotes perform more than 
one function. 

2.1. Quotes fowgmund key actions 

The main function of direct quotes in narrative discourse is to foreground key actions on the 
backbone (forty-four out of fifty-one direct quotes). As has been noted, events in nuclear sentence 
positions make up the backbone of a narrative text; however, not every event on the backbone is equally 
important to the plot of the story. Some events are more important than others in that they are in some 
way pivotal to the development of the plot. 

These pivotal events, or key actions, are foregrounded by direct quotes that present the action in 
the content of the quote. The action is stated again in a declarative clause or sentence that either 
precedes or follows the direct quote. The action is highlighted by the use of the direct quote, which 
is a marked construction in narrative discourse. (Quotes are marked constructions in the sense that 
most sentences in narrative discourse are declarative sentences. Direct quotes occur less commonly 
and are, therefore, considered marked constructions.) The key action is also highlighted by the repeated 
statement of the action, once in the direct quote and once in the declarative statement. 

Quotes can simply foreground key actions on the backbone. This function occurs most often in 
prepeak positions of texts. Quotes functioning in this way can also mark key actions in postpeak 
positions. It should be noted, however, that in the two texts containing quotes in the postpeak position, 
the postpeak position is actually composed of a minor episode. Within this postpeak episode, the quote 
occurs in the prepeak position. 

The first example in which quotes foreground actions comes from a narrative text about a trading 
trip to the town of Tagum. The participants begin their trip with hopes of making money, but as it 
turns out, they end up losing money instead. Example 2 occurs in the prepeak position of the tea. In 
this example, the key action, going to Tagum, is first presented in a declarative sentence and then is 
repeated in a quote in the next sentence. Sentence 2a presents the first event in the text in a declarative 
sentence. The event is repeated in another declarative clause in the first part of sentence 2b. It is 
repeated again in a quote given in the last part of sentence 2b. 

(2a) Igpano a takod dini, igsadon key d jan et Tagum. When I departed from 
hiked I from here went we to Tagum. here, we went to 

Tagum. 

(2b) Tekkes a kato' sebbad a m i ~ o  ko so ma' din, "Madon ki , I accompanied a friend 
accompanied I one friend my for said he will.go we of mine,-because he 

said, "Let's go there 
diyan so mamasak id ka salapi' doton fa pamolawan." because we will look 
to for will.look.for we money at where.gold.is.found for money at the gold 

diggings.'' 
eskandin ak banowa doton fa pabongan ak Lowayan nu 
he place at mountain Lowayan now 

mineymo. 
possible 

The next example is taken from a folktale called "The Dirty Child." The story is about an unruly 
little boy who runs away from home and has a series of adventures. Each adventure forms a separate 
episode in the story. 

The sentences in example 3 are found in the postpeak position of the text. It should be noted, 
however, that the postpeak section of the text is actually composed of another episode. Example 3 
occurs in the prepeak section of the episode. In this example, the key action is first stated in a quote 
and then repeated in a declarative sentence that follows. In this episode, the dirty child, who has now 
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(3a) Na enda so doton den ta madko' mi.!& din to' banowa, Now when he was far > 7 

now where for at already far found he place away, he saw a place 
that was good. 

na madigel. 
now good 

(3b) Na ma' din tekko' eskandin miknpangadoy, na ma' din, Then he sighed sudden- 
now said he suddenly he sighed now said he ly, saying, "It would be 

wonderful if I were to 
"Mola' ped ka kannon ey banowa imowan ko." make this place mine." 
will.wish fain here place willmake my 

(3c) Mimo eskandin ak banowa doton to uabonpan ak Lowavan He would make a , , - 
willmake he place at mountain Lowayan place on the mountain 

of Lowayan, then he 
na mineymo. was able to do it. 
now possible 

Quotes can also foreground key actions by foretelling major events that are to come in the narrative. 
Example 4 is taken from a text about how people learned midwifery. The text tells about a man named 
Paliman who came to a village governed by Datu Basagan. During his stay in the village, Paliman 
taught the people midwifery. The following dialogue between Paliman and Basagan foretells two major 
events in the text: (1) the safe delivery of a child by natural childbirth, and (2) the gift-giving 
celebration at the end of the story. These events form two episodes in the story, each consisting of 
several paragraphs. 

The dialogue in example 4 takes place one morning when Paliman asks Basagan why everyone is 
crying. Basagan explains that they are crying because his daughter is in labor and about to deliver her 
first child. Since the custom is to deliver a baby by cutting open the woman's abdomen, the woman 
always dies. Consequently, the people were mourning for Basagan's daughter who is going to die. 

In sentence 4a, Paliman hints that he can help deliver the child. In sentence 4b, Basagan tells 
Paliman that he will give him any reward he asks for if Paliman will only save his daughter. 

(4a) Igkagi si Paliman, 'Tya' ko egrano asta egseggo, so ago Paliman said, "Do not 
said Paliman do.not you be.sad and he.crying for maybe be sad and cry because 

perhaps I can help this 
makatabang a kanan bata' yu bayi." daughter of yours." 
able.to.help I that child your female 

(4b) Na igkagi si Basagan, 'Xfin makatabang ka kani bata' ko, Basagan said, "If you 
now said Basagan if able.to.help you this child my 

besgeyn ko ak n i b  agad endin to' pamoyo'en nu." 
will.be.given I you even what will.be.asked.for you 

(4c) "Di' ki patongko'ey tingod kanan." 
will.not we reciprocally.converse about that 

(4d) "Di ' a egpnmoyo ' agad endin. " 
will.not I ask.for even what 

(4e) "To' ded ginawa nu dini kanak to' ganatan ko," ma' i 
only love your here me will.wait.for I said 

are able to help this 
child of mine, I will 
give you whatever you 
ask for." 

"Let us not talk about 
that." 

"I will ask for nothing 
whatever." 

"I will just wait for 
your love gift to me," 
said Paliman. 

Paliman. 
Paliman. 
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The rest of the story develops around the two events referred to in this dialogue. As the story 
continues, Paliman safely delivers the child and saves the life of Basagan's daughter. In return, Basagan 
and his followers give a lavish celebration to honor Paliman for his help. 

There is an interesting variation of this function of foretelling upcoming key events. In certain texts, 
direct quotes in the prepeak position give a warning directed to the main participant. The warning 
sets up a point of tension that becomes a pivotal element in the development of the plot. This function 
can be seen most easily in two folktales. 

The first folktale is the one about the dirty child. In the story, the little boy has run away from 
home. While he is walking in the forest, he encounters two large snakes. The snakes give the boy 
certain instructions for his journey. They include in their instructions a warning to the boy not to answer 
anyone who speaks to him. 

(5) Pero b a ~ o  to' enda' ~a eskandan kamatev iwanalan But before thev [the , , - , - 
but before not yet they died spoke.dying.words snakes] died, iis hying 

words were, "When 
din, ma' din, 'Xtigpano ka takod kannon, iya' ka man you leave here, no 
he said he if hike you from here do.not you indeed matter who calls or 

speaks to you, do not 
o agad sadan ey egrowar o greggeng ak niko nu iya' ka" answer him because if 
or even who calls or converses you now do.not you you answer, you will 

ma' din, 'kgiaba so atin tomaba ka no kantosan nu, iuffer and have great 
difficulty." 

said he answer for if will.answer you now will.suffer you 

na kahirapan ka." 
now will.have.difficulty you 

The warning becomes the focus of a series of tests for the boy. Each test forms a separate episode 
in the story. After leaving the snakes, the boy meets a dalomey tree on the path. The dalomey tree 
speaks to the boy, asking him a question. The direct question creates a test for the boy. Will he obey 
the snakes' warning and refuse to answer? Unfortunately the boy is prone to disobedience and has a 
short memory as well. He disregards the snakes' warning, answers the tree, and is immediately engulfed 
by it. As it turns out, however, the boy is able to escape and continues on his way. 

(6a) Enda so doton ta ogpo ak dalnn, t e h '  to' kayo dalomey When he was following 
where for at part path suddenly tree dalomey the path, suddenly the 

dalomey tree asked the 
miginsa ' ka bata', "Mando ka salo, to' ya ' bata ' bolingen child. "Where arc vou 
asked child where you will.go that child dirty 

malandeg ey kiley'?" 

dirty child with 
the slippery eyebrow?" 

slippery eyebrow 

(6b) Enda ' mkapettod to' bata ', enda ' din kasampetti, milingawan The child could not 
not able.to.contro1 child not he reminisce forgot control himself; he did 

not rcmcmber; he for- 
din to ' panalan kato' eppoy. got the snakcs dying 
he dying.words snake words. 

(6c) Tigko' eskandin migtaba. 
immediately he answered 

He answered immedi 
atcly. 

The tree episode is followed by another episode that consists of a nearly idcnlical series of events. 
In this episode, the boy comes to a lake and encounters a lake fairy. The lake fairy asks the boy a 
question which again is given in a direct quote. As in the earlier episode, the little boy fails to heed 
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the snakes' warning. As soon as he answers the lake fairy, the lake begins to suck him into the water, 
but once again he manages to escape. The story continues to a happy conclusion. 

(7a) Na takod den poman doton, to' bata ' bolingen igpano. Now, from there the 
now from already again at child dirty hiked child walked on again. 

(7bl Na enda so ipdoneeo' den ooman doton ta madivo' When he was alreadv \ ,  " - 
now where for arrived already again at far far away, again suddkn- 

ly a fairy of the lake 
den, tekko' p m a n  igkagi to' bja'  et gamo-gamo, ma' din, said to him, "Where 
already suddenly again said fairy lake said she are you going, little 

~ - 

"Manda ka solo ey pangdinan malamleg ey kirey?" 
where you will.go littleboy slippery eyebrow 

boy with the slippery 
eyebrow?" 

(7c) Tigko' p m a n  milingawan kato ' bata ' to ' Immediately that child 
immediately again forgot child forgot the dying words 

spoken to him, and he 
migpanolan kandin, na mihtaba eskandin. answered. 
spoken.dying.words him now answered he 

In each of the episodes, the test is instigated by a question that is stated in a direct quote. In the 
episodes, the quote differs from other direct quotes in prepeak positions in that it does not state a key 
action. Instead it triggers a key action that becomes the peak of the episode. In the first episode, the 
boy answers, and the tree engulfs him. In the second episode, the boy answers, and the lake begins to 
suck him into the water. It is significant that the question is the only direct quote in each episode. It 
might be expected that the boy's answer would be given as a direct quote, but instead it is simply noted 
in a declarative sentence that he answered. It seems that the question is placed in a direct quote 
because it is pivotal to the development of the rest of the action in the episode. 

The second folktale is about the translation of a folk hero named Lumabet. In this story, a similar 
testing situation occurs. God tells Lumabet that he will soon be translated. God warns Lumabet that 
his followers must not speak while he is being translated; otherwise, they will not be taken up to heaven 
with him. Instead they will be transformed into rocks, monkeys, or birds. 

(8a) Garna' kato' Manama, 'Zumabet, tagana' ka so masig ka God said to him, 
said God Lumabet prepare you for nearly you "Lumabet, get ready 

because you are about 
rnabaloy na di' m o m  ka karnatayan." to be translated, and 
will.translate now will.not will.go you death you will not pass 

through death." 

(8b) 'Xsta kngji nu to' mga sakop nu, na di' "And tell your fol- 
and say you plural included.ones your now will.not lowers not to talk at 

the time you will be 
moteyp doton fa ello mabaloy ka." translated." 

~ - 

already will.talk at day will.translate you 
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(&) Gama' knto' Manama, 'Xf in  to' moteyp di' God said, "If they say . , . - 
said God if wiU.talk will.not anything, they wiil not 

be able to follow you 
makatekkes ak niko mabalay kon di ' in being translated; 
able.to.accompany you will.translate reportedly will.not they will not be trans- 

lated, [they will only be 
mabalay don ded doton &a bato, lutong, asta mga changed] into rocks, 
wiU.translate they only at rock monkey and plural monkeys, and birds." 

manok" 
bird 

As the story continues, Lumabet's son, Tagaliyong, is hunting in the forest with a little child who 
is a relative. While Tagaliyong is hunting, he suddenly becomes aware that his father's time for being 
taken up  into heaven is very near. To keep the child from talking, Tagaliyong puts the child in his 
bag, but the child talks anyway and is transformed into a bird. The child's words are given in a direct 
quote. 

(9a) Igbaba din to' bata' doton to kabil na egtago'an din ka H e  carried the child on 
carried he child at bag now place.where.put he his back in the bag in 

which he put a 
bato titikan abo' di' moteyp. flintstone so that he 
rock igniter so.that will.not will.talk [the child] would not 

talk. 

(9b) Asal goteyp o' man to ' bata ' igkagi, 'Bayo, ennok 
but talked sure indeed child said brother.in.law if 

doton ki den datas &a [an@, dowen po ' 
at we already above heaven to.be sure 

paknlyagey?" 
reciprocal.marrying 

(9c) So marag goteyp to' bata: igantog i Tagaliyong to' knbil din 
for always talking child threw Tagaliyong bag his 

t e h s  to ' bata ' asta to ' bato hhkan din. 
accompanied child and rock igniter his 

(9d) To' bata' mibaloy kalongkong manok. 
child transformed kanlongkong bird 

But the child talked 
anyway, saying, 
"Brother-in-law, when 
we get to heaven, will 
people marry each 
other?" 

Because the child kept 
talking, Tagaliyong 
threw away his bag 
together with the child 
and his flintstone. 

The child was trans- 
formed into a 
knlongkong bird. 

Here again it is not the content of the quote, but the very act of speaking that is important. Once 
the words, any words, are spoken, the damage is done. God's warning is transgressed, and the 
consequences take effect immediately. The child is instantaneously changed into a bird. 

It seems appropriate that in each of these folktales, the act of speaking is the pivotal element that 
triggers the peaks. In the story about the dirty child, the test could have centered around some test of 
strength or endurance. In the story about Lumabet, God's warning could have focused on some other 
requirement, such as physical presence when Lumabet was translated. Instead, the warning given in 
both stories is the warning not to talk. The fact that the warnings center on the act of speaking 
capitalizes on the foregrounding function of direct quotes. The foregrounding function of quotes, in 
turn, is skillfully incorporated into the story in order to create and mark pivotal action in the plot 
structure. 
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Quotes can also foreground key actions in peaks of narrative texts. In two of five texts, quotes occur 
in the peak of the text. Again the quote marks the key action associated with the peak. This can be 
seen in example 10 which follows. 

Example 10 is taken from the text about the trading trip and occurs at the peak of the text. The 
peak centers around the selling of the goods at a financial loss. The loss of the capital is the crucial 
event. It is stated twice in two declarative sentences, 10a and 10b. Sentence 1% contains a quote from 
the man who sold the goods. In the quote, he states another key action: "We will not go back again." 
This quote is interesting because it states what the participants will not do, rather than what they will 
do. It is the only quote in the text containing this kind of negative statement. The intention not to 
return to the town where the financial loss took place is repeated in another two quotes in sentences 
10d and 10e. In these sentences, the speaker is the man's sister, who put up the capital for the trading 
trip. The quotes stating that the participants will not return are followed by a declarative sentence, 
10f, which states that the participants did not return, but stayed where they were. 

(10a) Iglabas to' igbelli din, kadakellan lima mararan, mikdangan When he sold what he 
sold bought he largeness five thousand he had bought for five 

thousand [pesos], he 
skandin ak sebbad mararan peysos. was lacking one 
one thousand pesos pesos thousand pesos. 

(1%) Enda' den ka sampong to' salapi' din. He did not have the 
not already full money his full amount. 

(10c) Na igkagi din kanak, "Di' ki pa lomonod, so enda' Then he said to me, 
now said he me will.not we yet return for not "We will not go back 

again, because we lack 
ikoli ' to ' salapi ' hgkaney ta. " assets." 
able.to.return.back money begin our 

(10d) Igkagi to' tebbey din, 'Yya ka paglonod djan.  " His sister said, "Do not 
said sister his do.not you will.return to go back there again." 

(10e) "Sonod den ello, kon madiger den ey panahon. " "Some other day, when 
next already day if good already time it is a better time." 

(100 Taddo' enda ' den pano skandin, goddo ' key den taddo'. So he did not leave 
there not already hike he dwelled we already there there; we stayed thcrc. 

There are two interesting points to be made about this example. First, normally only the direct 
speech of one speaker is recorded for each key action in a text. In this example, two speakers are 
quoted: the man who made the transaction and his sister who financed the trip. The occurrence of 
two quoted speakers signals that this part of the story is more important than any other part. It also 
allows the information about the loss of the money to be repeated several times, indicating that it is 
the most important information in the peak. Second, in the peak there is a switch in the order of quotes 
and their corresponding declarative sentences in the peak. In the prepcak and postpeak positions of 
the text, declarative sentences stating key actions occur first, followed by quotes that repeat the key 
action. In the peak, however, the order is reversed; the quotes stating the action (the participants will 
not return to the town) occur first, followed by the declarative sentence that paraphrases the action 
(they did not return). The switch in sentence order also indicates that this sequence of sentences is 
more important than those in other positions in the text. 
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2.2. Quotes foreground masons 

A second function of direct quotes is to foreground reasons. Reasons found in quotes are always 
associated with key actions or themes. In fact, reasons are so tightly interrelated with key actions and 
themes that it is difficult to talk about reasons without talking about the actions and themes as well. 
Therefore, this section will discuss only quoted reasons that are associated with key actions. Quoted 
reasons associated with themes are discussed separately in section 3.3. 

When quoted reasons are associated with key actions, they serve as motivations for those actions. 
This function is illustrated in the following example, which is taken from the text about the trading 
trip. It occurs in the prepeak position of the text. The sentence begins with a declarative clause that 
states a key action, namely, that the speaker went with his friend. The declarative clause is followed 
by a dependent reason clause that contains a quote. The fist  half of the quote acts as a reason for 
the key action. The speaker went with his friend because his friend asked him to come along. The 
quote itself, however, also contains a dependent reason clause. This reason explains why the friend 
wanted to go to Tagum: he wanted to make some money at the gold diggings. Both reasons function 
as motivations for the actions they support. 

(11) Tekkes a kato' sebbad amigo ko so ma' din, "Madon id I accompanied a friend 
accompanied I one friend my for said he will.go we of mine, because he 

said, "Let's go there 
diyan so mamasak ki !a salapi' doton fa pamolawan." because we will look 
to for will.look.for we money at where.go1d.is.found for money at the gold 

diggings.'' 

Example 12 is another illustration of quotes foregrounding reasons. Example 12 is found in a factual 
text that tells how people in a particular community fled their homes when they thought they were 
going to be caught in fighting between two outside forces. The example occurs at the peak of the text. 

At this point in the story, the speaker goes to a nearby bridge to investigate the seriousness of the 
situation. She arrives only to find out that the bridge is about to be blown up, and there are armed 
men everywhere. At that very moment, a man selling bread calls out to the speaker warning her to 
flee for safety. His words are recorded as direct quotes in sentences 12a, 12b, and 12c. 

In sentence 12a, his warning to get away is the statement of the key action. The key action is repeated 
again in sentence 12b and followed by three dependent reason clauses. The reason clauses contain 
information that explains the danger of the situation and supports the key action that the man is urging 
her to take. Sentence 12c repeats the key action once more and states a final reason for the action 
which is the most persuasive motivation of all: the speaker will get shot if she does not get away. A 
succeeding declarative sentence states that she and her family left the area. 

(12a) Na ma' kafo' manobo' eabarima' ak pan, so miakilala d w  Now the person who - - - 
now said person sells bread for recognized us sells bread, because he 

recognized us, he asked 
man miginsa' a kandin, ma' din kanak, "Manan ak di' me, "Why have you not 
indeed asked me he said he me why will.not gotten away?" 

ko giwa'?" 
you gone.away 
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(12b) "Iwa ' ko," ma ' din, "so e&suko dan ak niyo so manan ka "Get away," he said, - 
get.away you said he for angry they you for why you ''because they are 

angry at you, because 
di' ko kon giwa', so atin domonggo' kon whv is it vou have not 
will.not you reportedly gone.away for if will.arrive reportedly gone away, because if 

the truck of soldiers 
to' tarak ka sundalo, sirn'en dan yan &lay. arrives, they will 

truck soldier will.destroy they that bridge destroy that bridge." 

(12c) 'Twa' ko kon ka dowa gatos metros so "Get away two hundred 
get.away you reportedly two hundred meters for meters because you 

might be shot." 
katimbaknn ko." 
will.be.shot you 

23. Quotes foreground themes 

A third function of direct quotes is to foreground themes. Theme is defined as a proposition that 
summarizes what the narrative is about. The theme proposition may or may not be stated explicitly in 
a sentence in the text (van Dijk 197756). 

Quotes foregrounding themes occur in the prepeak and postpeak positions of a text. These quotes 
follow statements of emotion. On first analysis, it seemed as though these quotes were verifying the 
emotions they follow, since they all contained comments that responded to the emotions. This analysis 
raised two questions. First, why were some emotions verified by a quote and not others? Second, why 
did the quote always include a reason for the emotion? The answers to these questions are found in 
the content of the reasons that also occur in the quotes. 

In the three available examples, each quote not only verifies the emotion it follows, it also 
foregrounds the theme of the text. It does this by stating a reason supporting the emotion that makes 
an indirect reference to the theme of the text. Furthermore, these quotes only occur in the prepeak or 
postpeak positions of the text. These are the usual positions for presenting and summarizing themes. 

Two of the three examples in this section are found in the text about midwifely. The first one is 
located in the prepeak position of the text. It occurs in the dialogue between Paliman and Basagan, 
which has already been described (sec. 2.1, preceding example 4). Paliman asks Basagan, his host, 
why people are crying. Sentences 13a to 13e are direct quotes that state Basagan's response. In these 
quotes, Basagan explains that people are crying because his daughter is going to die in childbirth. 
Sentence 13f gives Paliman's reply, also a direct quote: "Do not be sad and cry because perhaps I can 
help this daughter of yours." The sentence verifies the emotion expressed in the previous sentences by 
telling the people not to be sad and cry. These words are supported by a dependent reason clause in 
which Paliman says he can help Basagan's daughter. The reason clause refers indirectly to what is to 
become the theme of the text: Paliman's knowledge of midwifery. The rest of the events in the prepeak 
and peak positions develop this theme. 

(13a) Igkagi si Paliman, 'Tya' ko egrano asta egseggo, so ago Paliman said, "Do not 
said Paliman, do.not you be.sad and be.crying for maybe be sad and cry because 

perhaps I can help this 
makatabang a knnan bata ' yu bayi." daughter of yours." 
able.to.help I that child your female 

(13b) Na i.kaai si Basaaan, 'Atin makntabana ka kani bata' ko, Basagan said, "If you - - .  - 
now said Basagan if able.to.help you this child my are able to help this 

child of mine, I will 
beggeyn ko ak niko agad endin to' pamoyo'en nu." give you whatever you 
will.be.given I you even what will .be.asked.for you ask for." 
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(13c) "Di' hi patongko'ey tingod kanan." "Let us not talk about 
will.not we reciprocally.converse about that that." 

(13d) "Di' a egpamoyo' agad endin." "I will ask for nothing 
will.not I askfor even what whatever." 

(13e) "To' ded ginawa nu dini kanak to' gangatan ko," ma' i "I will just wait for 
only love your here me wiU.wait.for I said your love gift to me," 

said Paliman. 
Paliman. 
Paliman 

The next example comes from the same text. It occurs towards the end of the story in the postpeak 
position. At this point in the story, Paliman has safely delivered the baby and saved the life of Basagan's 
daughter. He has also stayed to teach his midwifery skills to several people in the village. Now he is 
about to return home. 

In example 14, it is stated that people were crying when P a l i a n  left to return home. The sentence 
contains a quote that verifies the emotion by giving a reason for their sadness: they loved Paliman very 
much. The quote, in turn, also contains another reason which supports the statement that they loved 
Paliman. The reason they loved him is that he was able to help them. Once again this second reason 
refers indirectly to the theme of Paliman's midwifery skills. This quote, which is the final quote in the 
text, brings the hearer back to the theme of the text. The theme is stated once mote in almost the 
same words in a declarative sentence that occurs near the very end of the text. 

(14) Na ta igoli' si Paliman, to'o egseggo to' Now when Paliman 
now returned.back PaIiman very be.crying went home, Basagan's 

followers cried very 
sakop i Basagan, so ma ' din, 'Tlgiawa 'an don si much because he said, 
included.ones Basagan for said he loved they 'They loved Paliman 

Paliman so mikatabang kandan." 
Paliman for helped them 

because he was able to 
help them." 

The next example is taken from the text about the trading trip. It occurs in the final part of the 
postpeak position. The speaker has returned from the trading trip, which has turned out to be a 
financial disaster. When he arrives home, he finds that his family has bought things on credit in 
anticipation of the money they had expected him to make. 

In sentence I%, the speaker expresses his feelings: their act of buying on credit made him sad. The 
second half of sentence 1% contains a quote that verifies the emotion by explaining why the speaker 
is sad; namely, there is no money. The quote also contains another reason clause that explains why 
the lack of money is such a problem: his family bas purchased things on credit. 

(15a) Mikabollog es!umdan igangat kanak na mikofang dan den They were disappointed 
disappointed they waited me now credited they already in waiting for me for 

they had purchased on 
doton fa tindahan. credit at the store. 
to store. 

(1%) Mikabeggey kanak ka rano, na ma' ko, "Endin ey bayad ta so That made me sad, and 
able.to.give me sad now said I what pay we for I said, "With what will 

we pay because you 
ikotang ko?" ~urchased on credit?" 
able.to.credit you 
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(15c) Kagi ko doton fa pamrlyn ko, "Mamasak la' pa abo' I said to my family, 
say I at family my will.look.for we yet so.that "We will look for 

money in order to pay 
mahbayad id h t o '  orang. for the credit pur- 
able.to.pay we credit chases." 

(15d) "Igotang yu doton fa tindahan." "What you purchased 
credited you at store on credit at the store." 

(15e) Taddo' ded go sippang. Until there only. 
there only surely until 

Sentences 15c and 15d repeat the idea that there is no money and that there is now a debt to be 
paid as well. The repetition of these ideas foregrounds the theme of the text: the loss of the money. It 
also underscores the disappointment that is implied in the theme. These remarks are the final sentences 
in the story. It has been noted that in each of these examples the reference to the theme is indirect; 
however, the fact that the theme is mentioned in a direct quote places it in the foreground. 

2.4. Quotes mark main participants 

The fourth function of direct quotes is to mark the main participants in a text. Main participants 
initiate or control key actions. Only these participants can make direct quotes. Direct quotes are never 
attributed to minor participants. In a sense this is as it should be. Quotes in narrative texts function 
to foreground key actions and themes and their supporting reasons. Main participants are the primary 
figures that perform the key actions which, in turn, develop the themes of the text. This relationship 
between the main participants and the key actions of a narrative discourse can be seen in two texts. 

The first text in which the relationship between main participants and key actions is seen is the 
folktale about the dirty child. The text consists of several episodes. The dirty child is the main 
participant. He is present throughout the story and plays a major role in each episode. In each episode, 
however, another one or two participants interact with the child. 

For example, in the first episode, the dirty child meets two large snakes who give him a series of 
instructions. The words of the snakes are presented in direct quotes. The instructions, which include 
a warning not to talk to anyone, provide the major events in the rest of the plot of the story. 

In the second episode, the child meets a dalomey tree. The tree asks the child a question, given in 
a direct quote. This question initiates a test for the child: will he obey the snakes' warning and refuse 
to answer the question? The test is the pivotal action in the episode. 

The third episode is similar to the second one. The child comes to a lake where be meets a lake 
fairy. The lake fairy asks the child a question, given in a direct quote. Again the question creates a 
test for the child which becomes the pivotal action in the episode. In both these episodes a test is 
initiated by a direct quote attributed to the main participant of each episode: the dalomey tree in the 
first episode, and the lake fairy in the second. 

Finally, in the fourth episode, the dirty child also gives a direct quote. This occurs when the boy 
reaches a place in the forest that appeals to him. He sighs with satisfaction and says, "It would be 
wonderful if I were to make this place mine." This direct quote initiates the closing events of the story 
describing how he settles in that place and establishes his home. 

In this folktale, the dirty child, the snakes, the dalomey tree, and the lake fairy are the main 
participants. They control the key actions of the story. They are also the only participants that state 
direct quotes. 

The second text in which the relationship between main participants and key actions is seen is the 
account of the trading trip. In this text, there are three major participants. The first participant is the 
speaker who goes along on the trading trip. The second participant is the speaker's friend who actually 
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initiates the trading trip. The third participant is the friend's sister who provides the money for the 
trading trip. 

At the beginning of the story, all the direct quotes are made by the friend. This is fitting since it is 
the friend who initiates and directs the trading trip. At the peak of the story, the direct quotes are 
made by the friend and his sister. At the end of the story, all the direct quotes are made by the speaker. 
Once again only the main participants state direct quotes. 

There is an interesting observation to be made about the sister in this second text. Before the peak 
of the story, the sister is only mentioned once. This occurs in a statement made by the friend in which 
he explains that his sister gave him five thousand pesos as capital for the trading trip. This single 
reference to the sister contrasts with the references to the speaker and the friend, one or the other of 
whom are mentioned in nearly every prepeak sentence. Consequently, it is surprising that the sister 
reappears at the peak of the story and gives two direct quotes. This raises a question. If only main 
participants can give direct quotes, why is the sister quoted? Until her appearance in the peak, she is 
only referred to once, suggesting that she is a minor participant in the story. 

Since the sister is present in the peak and gives, not one, but two quotes, it appears that she is a 
main participant in the story. What then allows her to be brought on stage as a main participant at 
the peak of the story? There are two possible explanations. The first explanation is her role in the 
story. It is the sister who provided the capital for the trading trip in the first place. Consequently, 
without her money, there would have been no trip, and without the trip, there would have been no 
story. The second explanation occurs in the sentence in which the sister is first mentioned. In example 
16 which follows, the noun phrase identifying the sister is introduced by the nominal marker knto'. 
Normally the noun phrase would have been introduced by the marker kn. The occurrence of knto' in 
this construction is unusual. In this case, it appears to signal that the sister is in some way important 
to the story. The unusual use of knto' does not explain in what way the sister is important. The hearer 
must wait until the peak of the story before the sister comes on stage as a main participant. 

(16) Sak imoddo' a iknndin doton ta Tamm, ma' din, "Sak madon a He had me stay at 
I dwelled I he at 

- 
Tagum, said he I will.go I Tagum, saying, "I 

myself will go to Balma 
doton ta Babna, so igbeggayan a knto' tebbey ko ka because my sister has 
at Balma for have.been.given I sister my given me assets to the 

hgkaneyan kndakellan lima mararan salapi '." extent of five thousand 
noen(. *' ,,ul".,. 

beginning largeness five thousand money 

3. Conclusion 

We began this study with the question, Do direct quotes belong on the backbone of narrative texts? 
To answer this question, we analyzed the function of quotes in Tagabawa narrative discourse. We found 
that direct quotes perform four functions. First, they foreground key actions on the backbone of a 
narrative text. Second, they foreground reasons that support both key actions and thcmes. Third, thcy 
foreground themes. Fourth, they mark main participants. Since direct quotes foreground essential 
elements in narrative discourse, such as themes, key actions, and main participants, we concludc that, 
for Tagabawa narrative discourse at least, direct quotes do occur on the backbone. 
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